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With the new Epos 7N, Karl-Heinz Fink has once again enriched the scene with an extraordinary compact speaker.  
It even shines on the shelf. The price: 2,000 euros (Photo: H. Biermann)

Epos ES-7N compact speaker test:
At the push of a button, a high-flyer 
on the shelf too

When Karl-Heinz Fink launches a new loudspe-
aker, you should listen up. The well-traveled de-
veloper has already delighted us with a number 
of audiophile delicacies - just think of the impres-
sive Borg, which is still LowBeat‘s reference. But 
now the master has outdone himself with the 
small Epos ES-7N. It sounds outstandingly good 

and has a circuit for clever location adjustment. 
This makes it the highlight of this class.

I have been testing loudspeakers for well over 
30 years now and I can still get wonderfully up-
set about the fact that manufacturers also tune 
their compact speakers for free placement. This 
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Karl-Heinz Fink was already one of the Best Sounds Of The Show at the Finest Audio Show in Vienna (2023) with 
his Epos 7N - then still in pre-production status (Photo: H. Biermann)

is nonsense, because the reality is different in 
many places: Many music lovers don‘t even have 
the space for free-standing placement and buy 
compacts for the very reason of placing them on 
a sideboard or shelf - even though many suspect 
that placing them near a wall or actually on a 
shelf has many disadvantages in terms of sound. 
For example, the bass/base tone can be boos-
ted considerably if the speaker is not placed on 
a shelf. Whenever possible, we at the LowBe-
ats editorial team therefore recommend placing 
compact speakers on a stand - this promises 
clear bass and better spatiality.

Karl-Heinz Fink has now solved the placement 
dilemma both simply and ingeniously: his new 
Epos 7N has switchable transmission curves for 
both placement variants.

https://www.lowbeats.de/super-premiere-die-finest-audio-show-vienna-war-ein-voller-erfolg/
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2-way compact loudspeaker with very good workmanship 
and a thoroughly refreshing paint finish - we had the test 
sample in orange (Photo: Epos)

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-es-7n-auf-knopfdruck-auch-im-regal-ein-ueberflieger/
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The cabinet of the Epos 7N 
in elevation: You can see 
the double-walled walls, the 
stiffening of the two side 
walls by a square wooden 
strip and the sensible rein-
forcement of the lid by a 
round wooden disk  
(drawing: Epos)

The structure of the Epos ES-7N

First of all, the new Epos is a really beautifully 
designed, very compact 2-way construction 
in a bass reflex cabinet. The walls are made 
of 2 x 8 mm thick MDF with a viscous layer 
in between. Fink has already used this double 
construction in previous designs; it has proven 
to be significantly better in terms of stability 
and sound permeability (actually a major prob-
lem with loudspeakers) than continuous walls 
of the same thickness. The baffle, which is  
particularly strongly stimulated by the bass- 
midrange driver, even reaches a thickness of  

2.4 centimeters thanks to the combination of 
8 and 16 millimeter thick panels - which also 
explains the weight of 7.6 kilos per speaker.

As always, Fink has also focused on the housing 
cover: because previous tests (some of which I 
was present at) have shown that the cover can 
drastically impair the sound image due to vibra-
tions and sound permeability, the upper part is 
reinforced again against vibrations.
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Fink leaves nothing to chance when designing 
the enclosures. Because his development of-
fice (which works for companies from all over 
the world) is better equipped than almost all 
other hi-fi manufacturers, elaborate, laser-sup-
ported vibration analyses are practically a mat-
ter of course. Just like the right drivers, which 
Fink develops himself - simply because he can 
and has the resources to do so.

He made it easy for himself with the tweeter: 
in the Epos 7N, he simply uses the same type 

The picture shows the good paint quality and the attached baffle, which is slightly chamfered at the edges for 
acoustic reasons (Photo: H. Biermann)

with an aluminum alloy dome tweeter that is 
also used in its larger sister, the ES-14N. The 
bass-midrange driver with a diameter of 13 
centimeters is new, but has the same mica- 
filled polypropylene cone as the bass-midrange 
driver in the Epos 14N. However, the Epos 7N 
model features a 30 mm voice coil and a double 
magnet for high power handling and efficiency.

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-es-7n-auf-knopfdruck-auch-im-regal-ein-ueberflieger/
https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-14n-n-fuer-hoechste-natuerlichkeit/
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The cone of the mi-
ca-filled polypropyle-
ne cone in the injec-
tion molding process 
is slightly flexible to 
the touch and opti-
mally damped (Photo: 
H. Biermann)

The tweeter of the Epos 7N with its 28 mm ceramic-coated dome tweeter already shone in the „big“ Epos 14N 
(Photo: H. Biermann)
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A look at the rear brings us to 
the real highlight of the Epos 
7N: the adaptability between 
(largely) free and shelf positio-
ning, which the inclined listener 
can set using a toggle switch.

A question of position

The sturdy toggle switch is  
located on the rear between the  

two internal speaker connections  
(Photo: H. Biermann)

The doubled magnet of the bass-midrange driver ensures the comparatively high efficiency and compensates 
for the stray field of the drive unit - which makes perfect sense due to the possible interactions with the nearby 
coils of the crossover (Photo: H. Biermann)

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-es-7n-auf-knopfdruck-auch-im-regal-ein-ueberflieger/
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For this purpose, the playback curve of the Epos 
7N is gently raised by 3 decibels from around 
250 Hertz compared to the „normal“ free-stan-
ding level. That makes sense. This is because 
the adjacent rear walls (sideboard surfaces or 
the neighboring areas on the shelf) increase the 

level in the bass and fundamental tone by up to 
six decibels. Fink counteracts this (usually un-
desirable) increase in bass with a very linear bass 
response and its adaptation. The measurements 
show the influence of the two circuit variants in 
the free field:

However, the measurements not only show the 
differences between the settings, but also that 
Fink has tuned the Epos 7N in the bass in a 
pleasingly linear and clean way. Especially in this 
class, people like to cheat a bit of volume with 
small or large bass boosts...

Fink has implemented this trick with a double 
tapping of the bass coil: Because the inductance 
has not yet reached its full value with the second 
tap, the lowering of the transmission curve to-
wards the mid-high range begins later, and the 
mid-range level is higher.

Up to around 250 Hertz, both variants are congruent: from 250 Hertz, the mid-high range becomes up to 3 
decibels louder with the shelf setting (purple curve). The curve for free placement (green) is absolutely linear
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...Fink‘s matching curve worked really well. I 
had the Epos 7N both on the sideboard directly 
on the rear wall, but also in the crammed IKEA 
shelf (KALLAX) with its LP-compatible compart-
ments. Considering the incredibly high number 
of KALLAXes sold, it is a mystery to me anyway 
why there is so little KALLAX-compatible hi-fi. 
But that‘s another question.

With its height of 29 centimeters, the Epos 7N 
fits perfectly - so well that even better decoup-
lers than the rubber feet supplied would fit. We 
used the Leak Stereo 230 as an amplifier, which 
also fits due to its midi width - and incidental-
ly made an excellent sounding team with the 
Epos...

To cut a long story short: With such a comple-
te „installation“ of the loudspeaker in the shelf, 
which leads to the adjacent surfaces enlarging 
the baffle of the speaker many times over, you 
naturally don‘t have the depth staggering as 
with a largely free placement. However, the 
usual bass/basic tone problems that are almost 
unavoidable with „normal“ loudspeakers when 
set up in this way were completely absent with 
the Epos with the corresponding switch positi-
on. I was really amazed at how good and how 
finely detailed and precise the sound image 
remained even in the fundamental tone under 
these difficult conditions. Speech intelligibility, 
finely decaying guitar strings, energetic bass 
drum hits: this was audiophile high culture from 

The crossover separates the tweeter and 
mid-bass at 2,000 Hertz and is equipped 
with several linearization branches. The 
toggle switch is attached to the bass coil, 
which has two taps (on the back of the 
circuit board); (Photo: Epos)

In practice ...

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-es-7n-auf-knopfdruck-auch-im-regal-ein-ueberflieger/
https://www.lowbeats.de/test-retro-vollverstaerker-leak-stereo-230-sieht-nur-aus-wie-von-gestern/
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the KALLAX - truly exceptional. And what was 
already convincing on the shelf became even 
better on the sideboard (and only when the 
speakers were placed freely). But more on that 
later.

First of all, it is important to note that Fink‘s ad-
aptation of the small Epos to the layout works 
magnificently. But of course, with this origin, it 
can be assumed that the „rest“ is also excel-
lent. This also applies to the electrical behavior. 
As almost always, Fink linearizes the impedan-
ce curve of his models.

The picture shows the small Epos on the Leak Stereo 230 (the Kenwood receiver above is just decoration) in the 
IKEA KALLAX with a usual filling - this has nothing to do with free placement anymore. Nevertheless, it sounded 
great … (Photo: H. Biermann)

In this case, this was important for matching, 
but is also a pleasing side aspect for amplifiers. 
Even low-power tube amps such as the 300B 
Fezz Audio Mira Ceti amplifier, which we used 
for almost every test, had no problems at all 
with the Epos 7N. And this combination also 
sounded enchanting and had amazing level re-
serves, especially on the shelf: with the help of 
the bass-supporting surfaces on the full shelf, 
the Epos 7N achieves a good 89 dB efficiency. 
That‘s really a lot and enough to get almost 100 
dB of sound pressure from the Mira Ceti‘s less 
than 10 watts.

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-fezz-audio-mira-ceti-guenstiger-300b-roehren-amp/
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The impedance curve of the Epos 7N shows an exemplary linear curve, which should be pleasant for any ampli-
fier. The blue deviation in the impedance shows the influence of the onwall setting 

The listening test...
...was carried out in the classic setup - i.e. on 
the stand with a good 40 centimeters distance 
to the rear wall. In order to lure the small Epos 
out of its reserve in terms of level, most of the 
listening tests were carried out on the new Lux-
man L-509Z, which already showed in these 
preliminary tests that it is without question one 
of the best 10,000-euro amps in this galaxy.

The small Epos immediately amazed us with 
its incredibly lively mid-range, which was ba-
lanced, open and effortlessly gave the impres-
sion of a much more expensive loudspeaker. 

The speech intelligibility of the little ones - for 
example in Dota Kehr‘s magnificent work „Wo 
soll ich suchen...?“ (Where should I look...?) 
was convincing without any restrictions, every 
micro-detail of the voice could be heard.

But it became truly magnificent when it came 
to plucked basses, bass drums or even the 
tuba. I can‘t remember hearing such complexi-
ty and accuracy in this price range. And all this 
- if you please - with a well-tempered over-
all tuning in which everything is very fine and  
harmonious.

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-es-7n-auf-knopfdruck-auch-im-regal-ein-ueberflieger/
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In comparison with the (three times more ex-
pensive) Dynaudio Heritage Special, some dif-
ferences quickly became apparent. The much 
larger Dane scored points with its significantly 
richer bass, more generous spatial imaging and 
somewhat „nicer“ vocal reproduction. Howe-
ver, the Epos‘ wonderfully fine and tidy mids 
continued to speak in its favor. Although the 
sound was not quite as splendid as with the 
Dynaudio, it still seemed a little more lively and 
multi-faceted.

Of course, a comparison had to be made with 
the BBC legend LS 3/5a, which is also part of 
the LowBeats inventory and is available in the 
Musical Fidelity version for 2,500 euros. The 
venerable LS 3/5a certainly has its merits and 
still creates a great stage and very good vocal 
reproduction.

However, this comparison clearly showed that 
a lot has happened in terms of speaker de-

The Epos 7N in 
comparison with 
the LowBeats re-
ference Dynaudio 
Heritage Special on 
the new Luxman 
509Z (Photo: H. 
Biermann)

Similar size, similar price range: the BBC legend LS 
3/5a and the new Epos 7N in the small LowBeats lis-
tening room (Photo: H. Biermann)

velopment in recent years. The 7N was not only 
much more balanced and precise in the bass: 
its lively reproduction and the perceived much 
higher fine and coarse dynamics actually made 
the charming and cozy sounding replica legend 
look old.

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-dynaudio-heritage-special-sondermodell-mit-feinsten-zutaten/
https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-dynaudio-heritage-special-sondermodell-mit-feinsten-zutaten/
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 Technical data – EPOS 7N
Concept: 2-way passive speaker (bass reflex)

Equipment: HT: 1 x 28 mm metal dome tweeter,  
TT: 1 x 13.0 cm polypropylene membrane

Efficiency (2.83 V/m) free-standing installation: 86 dB,  
Shelf installation: 89 decibels

Nominal impedance 4 Ohm

Installation tip free-standing, on a stand or on a sideboard / on a shelf

Colors: Walnut, white, black, orange

Dimensions (H x W x D): 29,0 x 20,0 x 27,0 cm

Weight: 7.6 kilos

All technical data

The new Epos is more than just an all-round 
well-made compact speaker. Electrically, it is 
undemanding and can cope with almost any 
amplifier. The sound is almost perfect and will 
appeal to any music lover who likes a fresh, ba-
lanced reproduction.

But the definitive treat is this toggle switch on 
the back for location adjustment. For all music 
lovers who only have space for their speakers 
in or on the shelf, the Epos 7N is the perfect 
solution. When I think about how many people 
in my circle of friends alone could finally achie-
ve audiophile-satisfying reproduction despite a 
lack of space...

Conclusion Epos 7N
But, I must emphasize this once again: Under 
optimal conditions, of course, the little one 
sounds even better and raises the bar in the 
class up to 2,000 euros a good bit higher.

One more note: We had one of the first pro-
duction samples in the test. It will probably be 
the end of April before the Epos 7N actually  
appears on the market.

https://www.lowbeats.de/test-kompaktbox-epos-es-7n-auf-knopfdruck-auch-im-regal-ein-ueberflieger/
https://idc-klaassen.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/es-7n-daten.pdf
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Co-players and opponents:
Test Vollverstärker Musical Fidelity A1

Test Retro-Vollverstärker Leak Stereo 230: sieht nur aus wie von gestern …

Test Kompaktbox Harwood LS 3/5a: der BBC-Klassiker für unter 1.000 Euro

Test Dynaudio Heritage Special: in der Tradition der großen Sondermodelle

More from Epos:
Test Kompaktbox Epos 14N: „N“ für höchste Natürlichkeit

Distribution:
IDC Klaassen oHG
Am Brambusch 22
44536 Lünen
www.idc-klaassen.com

Pros & cons
 Wonderfully harmonious, lively, audiophile sound
 Precise, clean bass
 Also plays excellently on the shelf thanks to customization
 Amazingly high efficiency, especially on the shelf

Price: 
(Manufacturer  
recommendation) 
Epos 7N: 2.000 Euro

Related topics:
IMPEDANZ.LINEARISIERT WANDNAHE AUFSTELLUNGEPOS KARL-HEINZ FINK

Lowbeats-Author: Holger Biermann
Editor-in-chief with a penchant for the finest loudspeaker and amplifier tech-
nology, good wine and travel: most of the trade fair and dealer reports also 
come from his pen.
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4,7
Result

Epos 7N RATING

OUTSTANDING

SOUND 

PRACTICE 

PROCESSING 

TOTAL 

The rating always refers to the 
respective price category.
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